
Go to library and find 
books (Check out our blog 
for suggestions) that have 

characters like some of your 
favorite Safari Ltd. figurines.

Sink or float with Toob or 
Good Luck Minis and other 

wood, paper, plastic, and 
metal items. Place items in a 
tub of water to discover what 

sinks or floats.

Choose an activity
page from the Safari Ltd. 
Dinosaur Activity Book

to complete.

Enjoy some time outside 
in the fresh air with your 

StuntDisk, OgoDisk Max, 
or Inflatable Jump Along 

Horse Set of 2.

Make a themed sensory 
seek and find box with sand, 

rice or a favorite sensory 
bin filler (like Playfoam) and 
combine with small TOOB 
figurines to hide and  find.

Snap cube graphing! 
Use Snap Cubes to 

make a 3D bar graph.

Game night! Choose a game 
to add to your collection or 
to start a fun new tradition. 
Weekly family game nights 
are a wonderful way to have 

fun and bond!

Time yourself to see 
how fast you can put a 

puzzle together. 

Have fun exploring colorful 
shadows with Tileblox Rainbow 

Magnetic Building Blocks. 
Shine a bright light through your 
structures to cast shadows, add  
your favorite Safari Ltd. figurines 

for more shadow play fun.

Mermaid story time. 
Make up a story and act it 

out with the Mermaids
Designer TOOB.

Plus fun-grab a tube of 
plus-plus blocks to create 
your own creature or make 

a friend for one of your
Safari Ltd. Figurines.

Create a masterpiece 
with My First Arts
& Crafts Library 

or Studio in a Box.

Create a magical castle for 
some of your favorite fairies 

with the Tileblox 
Rainbow Magnetic 

Building Blocks

Relay race sort with a Toob or 
two that contains different animals 

or figurines. Set up sorting 
categories and race to place one 

animal at a time in the correct 
category (land, water, sky, etc.)

Choose a plush and book 
pair by Merry Makers for a 

snuggly story time. Add even 
more fun by having tea party 
or hot chocolate for a book 

club event vibe.

Take your Madame Alexander 
Kindness Club Doll on a fun 
adventure and then write a 

letter or draw a picture 
to send to a friend telling 

them all about it.  

Give your older child a brain 
workout with Ecologicals 

Square Roots Puzzle, Kanoodle 
Brain Teaser Game, Mindo 
Zen Game or True Genius 
Curated Collection Puzzle.

Spread kindness- make a “Hope 
your day is filled with a little 

kindness and good luck” tag to 
leave with a Good Luck Mini for 
someone to find and keep (at a 
playground or shopping plaza).

Music mimic-use a 
Music Band Set instrument  to 
take turns making a sound or 

rhythm with an instrument. The 
idea is to try to mimic the sound 

that your partner makes. 

Grab your Toniebox and 
favorite character for a fun 
audio adventure! Add more 

fun by creating a blanket fort 
for your listening adventure.

Have a musical parade or 
put on a concert for your 

family with some fun 
musical instruments!

Write a card and send 
a Good Luck Mini to 

someone you 
care about. 

You create/I create with 
Studio In a Box – take turns 
creating a picture  for your 

partner to recreate.

Cook up some themed 
fun with one of our fun 
themed baking sets.

Create an on the go STEM activity 
kit or small world play kit with the 
Multicolor Toy Organizer Bin 

by adding TOOB Figurines, 
Good Luck Minis, Plus-Plus 
Blocks, and other small items.

WILD CARD 
DAY!

Free Day to choose 
your own Fun!

Where do they belong? 
Draw or build a habitat 

for a Safari Ltd.
Prehistoric figurine.

You build, I build with
Blockaroos – take turns 
making a structure out of 
the Blockaroos for your 

partner to recreate.

Love tech and the outdoors? 
Take a Dino Dana figure
and your preferred tablet 

or phone outside for a BIG 
augmented reality Dino 

adventure. 

Ready for some active 
indoor fun? Try a 

game of Golf Pool or 
Balance Bopper

Create a magical themed 
bath with one of our 

TOOB sets or any themed 
Safari Ltd. figurines paired 

with other water friendly 
themed items.
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